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Hearne Fine Art Gallery 

"Beautiful art, poignant topics"

The artwork in this gallery is breathtaking. You will find a wide range of

sculptures, paintings and drawings by African-American artists. From

James Ayers' emotionally-charged works to Euneda Otis' paintings

depicting everyday scenes from the lives of Southern African-Americans,

these pieces are collector-worthy. A special note: the bookstore sells hard-

to-find, out-of-print books by African-American authors, some of which are

autographed. The gallery also regularly hosts events. Call or visit its web

site for details.

 +1 501 372 6822  www.hearnefineart.com/  hearnefineart@gmail.com  1001 Wright Avenue, Suite

110, Little Rock AR
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Revolution Music Room 

"Amazing Weekend Musical Nights"

Located at the City Center, the Revolution Music Room is a musical

avenue and a cozy hangout place with live music performances being the

flavor of the house. Popularly known as The Rev, the club hosts local as

well as national bands that cater to musical genre like pop, hip-hop and

rock. A perfect place to enjoy a late night party with friends. Do call ahead

or check the website to know more.

 +1 501 823 0090  www.rumbarevolution.co

m/

 chris@lovelivemusic.com  300 President Clinton

Avenue, Little Rock AR
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Bella Boutique 

"Bed, Bath & Beauty"

Nestled in the Heights neighborhood of Little Rock, Bella Boutique

features the unique combination of high end beauty products and linens.

Owner Narcissa Jackson's love for bed, bath and beauty products led this

former bridal consultant to start this charming little business here.

Shoppers will find everything from diffusers, candles and perfumes, to

heavenly scented bubble bath, sugar body scrubs and high quality bed

linens.

 +1 501 603 5373  bellaboutiqueintheheights.com/  5623 Kavanaugh Boulevard, Little Rock

AR
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Local Color Gallery 

"An Arkansan Affair"

The Local Color Gallery hosts works of over 20 artists in and around the

Arkansas area. Suited for both the experienced art observer and the

novice, the works have a proper mix of the simple and the breathtaking.

Classic oils, pastels, watercolors and other mediums are used to adorn the

canvas and beyond. The gallery hosts a range of events from time to time,

providing timely updates for the works on its walls. At times, the simple

becomes a breath of fresh-air. Nothing underlines that more than the

Local Color Gallery.
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Gallery 360 

"Emerging Contemporary Artist"

A gallery showcasing artworks by emerging artists, Gallery 360 focuses

on contemporary art. Sculpture, paintings and even embroidered artworks

are displayed here. Artists are often invited to paint on certain themes and

temporary exhibitions displaying the themed artworks are also organized.

Established in 1012, the gallery has garnered raves for the great selection

of artworks bringing attention to the keen eye of the curator. If you want

to understand the local art scene, Gallery 360 is a great place to begin.

 +1 501 993 0012  360gallery.blogspot.in/  audiolingo@gmail.com  900 South Rodney Parham

Road, Little Rock AR
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The Old Mill 

"Enchanted World"

Old Mill has been called the most picturesque spot in North Little Rock.

The actual mill, which operated in the 1800s, provided the background for

the opening scenes of 'Gone With the Wind'. Today, visitors can explore

the inside of the mill or sit on the surrounding mushroom-shaped benches

and watch the waterwheel churn. In the spring and early summer, flowers

decorate the banks of the pond. You can take in the scenery while

enjoying lunch at one of the numerous picnic tables in the surrounding TR

Pugh Memorial Park.

 +1 501 791 8537  northlittlerock.org/attractions_detai

l/285

 3800 Lakeshore Drive, North Little

Rock AR
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Sage Boutique 

"Trendy Women's Appeal"

When you're looking to purchase a suitable outfit for that all important

occasion, Sage Boutique is where you should start your search. A trendy

boutique on J.F.K. Boulevard, this is where you will find some of the latest

tends in women's fashion. Boasting a collection of fashionable apparel

and accessories, there isn't much on the racks of this store that won't

excite you. From chic dresses, skits and tops, to denims and beachwear,

no matter what you're looking for, you are certain to find it here.

 sageclothinginc@outlook.com  4531 J.F.K. Boulevard, Switch Station Center, North Little

Rock AR
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The Art of Men's Cuts 

"Great Men's Haircuts"

Specializing in haircuts for men, The Art of Men's Cuts offers all the

popular styles at affordable prices, all with great service. Whether you

want a flat-top, classic business cut, mohawk, fauxhawk, or anything else,

the stylists here will be able to help. If your face could use some

grooming, they offer mustache and beard trimming to help you look more

polished. For something fancy, or just a simple buzz cut, come to these

specialized stylists.

 +1 501 847 6323  www.theartofmenscuts.co

m/

 artofmenscuts@yahoo.com  3411 Main Street, Suite 7,

Bryant AR
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